


Sister Parish is proud to collaborate with 
Tibetano to produce fine rugs available 

exclusively to the trade. 
The flatweave rugs are hand-woven with 

New Zealand wool on a cotton 
foundation in seven iconic Sister Parish 
prints: Albert, Burma, Clara B, Ogden,  
Ollie, Serendipity, and Tucker. Our rag 
rugs will be offered in two styles: Blue 

Green and Multi. 
These rugs are all handmade out of linen 
and wool. Because these are all made to 
order, they can be made in any custom 

size and color.

*While Sister Parish is happy to facilitate your 
order, all purchases will go directly through

Tibetano.



ALBERT 

Seafoam* White Natural*

Blue

Designed by Albert Hadley, our iconic print 
Albert is classic with a touch of modern design. 
The crisscross of dashes adds a subtle yet lively 

geometric pattern that is the perfect sort of 
understated chic that epitomizes Albert Hadley 

designs.

*Detail Shot 



BURMA

Spruce*

Indigo

You will never go wrong with Burma. The small, all 
over pattern is the perfect finishing touch to  almost 

every scheme. Whether mixed with similarly masculine 
block prints or soft and feminine florals, this print will 

only   enhance the impact of its neighboring fabrics and       
furniture. One of Mrs Parish’s favorites, it continues to 

bring style and charm to any room.
*Detail Shot 



CLARA B

Parma*Palm Green*

Camel

Baltic Blue

This delicate lattice pattern is made up of 
small, hand-printed lines that convey subtle                    

dimension and depth. Its soft geometric design 
works equally well in traditional and contemporary 

schemes. Clara B is a sophisticated pattern that 
never goes out of style. Hand printed in the USA, 
Sister Parish Clara B Fabric is available in thirteen 

soothing hues.
*Detail Shot 



OGDEN

Espresso*

Indigo

Ogden is a small over-stripey print that makes 
subtle reference to an animal print, which we love. 

Named after the designer and architect Ogden 
Codman, who co-authored the famous book “The 
Decoration of Houses” with Edith Wharton, and 

was also a cousin of Sister’s husband Harry Parish.
*Detail Shot 



TUCKER 

Palm Green*Camel*

Parma

A family name, Tucker is the all-time go-to 
small print used by Parish Hadley as a design 

on everything from lamps to pillow cases. The 
dots and dashes are playful and chic, and can 

be used to layer with style.

*Detail Shot 



OLLIE

Lettuce Green*

Pink

The references to rocky textures and the sea make 
our small-scale Ollie print charming and captivat-
ing. Like many things in nature, the irregularity of 
the pattern creates a mesmerizing visual rhythm. 

Ollie takes its name from Susan’s wonderful 
Border Collie, Oliver, and was originally a Parish 

Hadley print. *Detail Shot 




